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Abstract
The present work describes the approach of how to determine local orientations in individual
CuInSe2 grains from electron-backscatter diffraction (EBSD) data, in spite of the very small
deviation (0.3%) of the ratio of lattice constants of the tetragonal crystal structure, c/a, from the
value in the pseudocubic case, 2. A dictionary-based indexing algorithm is applied on each
EBSD pattern, determining unambiguously the corresponding CuInSe2 crystal orientation of the
tetragonal structure. The approach provided in the present work can be used to improve the
studies of microstructure-property relationships in various relevant photovoltaic material
systems with similar pseudosymmetrical crystal structures, such as kesterite-type or halideperovskite thin films.

Thin-film solar cells based on polycrystalline Cu(In,Ga)Se2 have reached conversion efficiencies
of around 23% in the recent years [1]. As an important part of the research and development of
these photovoltaic devices, (micro)structure-property relationships have been investigated by
various research groups (e.g., [2]). One issue linked to these relationships is the correct
determination of local crystal orientations of the tetragonal Cu(In,Ga)Se2 crystals. This
determination is complicated by the ratio of the lattice constant of the tetragonal structure, c/a,
which is very close to 2 for all compounds in the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solid solution. When changing
the concentration ratio x=[Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) (GGI) in this solid solution from 0 to 100%, i.e., from
the ternary CuInSe2 to the ternary CuGaSe2, the tetragonal distortion (c/2a - 1) varies linearly
from about 0.3% to about -2% [3].
As already outlined and studied by Kiely et al. [4] as well as by Casey et al. [5], this distortion
may affect the stacking of the atomic lattice during the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin-film growth, resulting in
domain or inversion boundaries, since different variants (orientations of unit cells which would
be symmetrically equivalent in a cubic structure but are not in the tetragonal structure) may
coexist. The influence of such domains on the electrical properties of the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin film
has not yet been studied in detail. An appropriate strategy would be to identify these domains
via electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and then to correlate this information with other
scanning electron and probe microscopy techniques on the identical positions.
For polycrystalline CuGaSe2 thin films, it was possible to reveal the tetragonal distortion (c/2a 1 = -2%) in EBSD maps, whereas for polycrystalline CuInSe2, the applied algorithm failed [6].
Also in general, local orientations of crystals with a tetragonal distortion of c/2a - 1<1-2% have
not yet been correctly identified (see, e.g., Ref. 7 and references therein).
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In the present work, we demonstrate the successful application of dictionary indexing of EBSD
patterns on maps acquired on polycrystalline CuInSe2 thin films. We describe the used
algorithm and show how it can be applied to determine unambiguously the local orientations of
individual CuInSe2 crystal orientations.

2. Experimental details
The investigated CuInSe2 thin films were produced by three-stage co-evaporation [8] on Mocoated glass substrates. The HR-EBSD measurements were conducted using a Zeiss Ultraplus
SEM equipped with an Oxford Instruments NordlysNano camera. Best EBSD pattern quality
was achieved using an accelerating voltage of 15 kV, high beam current of up to 55 nA and 1x1
binning.
3. Dictionary Indexing of EBSD Patterns
The Hough-based pattern indexing algorithm available in the vendor analysis software is not
able to distinguish between the a- and c-axis orientations for the CuInSe2 phase. The recently
developed Dictionary Indexing technique [9] uses a physics-based model to accurately predict
EBSD patterns for a given crystal structure, microscope accelerating voltage, detector geometry
and grain orientation. The model is based on an EBSD master pattern, i.e., a stereographic
projection of the back-scattered electron yield on the Kikuchi sphere. For 15 kV electrons, the
yield is shown in Fig. 1(a) for the CuInSe2 structure; the crystallographic c-axis is normal to the
projection, and the a-axis points horizontally towards the right. The pattern in (b) shows the
absolute difference between the reference pattern in (a) and a similar pattern rotated 90° around
the crystallographic a-axis, i.e., the pseudo-symmetrically equivalent orientation. The maximum
intensity in (b) is about 20% of the maximum intensity in (a), indicating that the differences
between the two pseudo-symmetrically related orientations are not very large. The highest
intensities in (b) occur near the <110] zone axes, indicating that the traditional indexing based
on the Hough transform may be able to index patterns that contain <110]-type zone axes; the
similarity between the two patterns is highest for the <100] and [001] zone axis orientations.
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Figure 1: (a) 15 kV EBSD master pattern (stereographic projection with c-axis normal to map,
and a-axis pointing to the right); (b) difference map between the map in (a) and a similar map
rotated by 90° around the a-axis. The maximum intensity in (b) is 20% of the maximum in (a).

The most critical aspect of orientation determination in the presence of pseudo-symmetry is the
accurate determination of the detector parameters, i.e., the pattern center coordinates (x*,y*)
and the sample-scintillator distance z*. For the CuInSe2 data set, a grain with a prominent [221]
zone axis near the center of the pattern provides the best orientation to refine the detector
parameters. Fig. 2(b) shows an average dot product map for the complete data set; the intensity
in each pixel is proportional to the average dot product of the corresponding EBSD pattern with
the patterns of the four nearest neighbors. The grain in the upper left corner produces the EBSD
pattern in Fig. 2(a) after averaging of all patterns inside the white square of 11x11 pixels. A
refinement algorithm was used to determine both the grain orientation and the detector
parameters; two different similarity metrics were used for the refinement, namely the dot product
between experimental and simulated patterns, and the mutual information [10]. Once the
orientation was determined, two additional orientations were tested by interchanging the
crystallographic c axis with the a and b axes; this corresponds to rotating the crystal structure by
120° and 240° around the [221] pole in Fig. 2(a). The dot product values for the correct
orientation and the two rotated orientations are [0.96207, 0.96155, 0.96165]; the mutual
information values are [0.156466, 0.150957, 0.149474]. In each case the first value is the
higher one, indicating a higher pattern similarity. The refined detector parameters for the first
case were then used to index the complete data set; the resulting parameters are (x*,y*,z*) =
(0.4990,0.5231,0.4965), and the refined orientation is (23.93°, 71.66°,100.74°) in Bunge Euler
angles.
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Figure 2: (a) Averaged EBSD pattern over the square region in (b); the intensities in (b)
correspond to the average dot product of an EBSD pattern with the patterns of the four nearest
neighbor acquisition points.

A pattern dictionary is generated by simulating patterns for the refined geometrical detector
parameters as well as a uniform sampling of orientation space [11]. Each experimental pattern
is compared to all dictionary patterns using a similarity metric, in this case the normalized dot
product between the patterns. The grain orientation of the dictionary pattern that has the highest
similarity to a given experimental pattern is then assigned as the orientation of the experimental
pattern. This approach has been shown to be robust against noise [12], and is capable of
distinguishing between patterns that are very similar [13].
Once the pattern orientations have been determined, an orientation refinement step can be
applied in which the orientation is allowed to freely change to maximize the similarity between
the experimental and simulated patterns. The refinement is carried out for two different starting
orientations, namely the original orientation determined by the dictionary indexing algorithm and
the pseudo-symmetrically equivalent orientation determined by rotating the original orientation
by 90°@[010]; the final orientation corresponds to the highest dot product for the two simulated
patterns.
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4. Results and discussion
Figure 3 shows on the top row (a-c) the EBSD orientation distribution maps according to the
[100], [010], and [001] inverse pole figures (IPFs) based on the Hough indexing approach.
Some of the grains and several grain boundaries are rather noisy, an indication that the
indexing algorithm was not able to decide on the actual orientation. The middle row (d-f) shows
the equivalent EBSD orientation distribution maps based on the dictionary indexing results. Note
that, with the exception of the grain labelled 3 in (a), the maps are less noisy. More importantly,
the grain colors are different from the colors in the top row for most grains; only the grains
labelled 1 and 2 in (a) have the same color. The map in Fig. 3h shows the disorientation
between the Hough results and the dictionary results as a grayscale image with intensity range
from 0° (black) to 90° (white); grains 1 and 2 are dark in this map, indicating that the orientations
are very similar in both indexing approaches. For all other grains, the disorientation is around
90°, indicating that they are misindexed in the Hough approach due to pseudosymmetry. The
map in Fig. 3g shows the EBSD pattern quality using the “pattern sharpness” parameter defined
in Ref. 14; it is interesting that the grains with the highest pattern sharpness also correspond to
the ones that are consistently indexed for both indexing approaches.
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Figure 3: (a)-(c) Hough indexing results (orientation-distribution maps) displayed as [100], [010],
and [001] inverse pole figures (IPFs); (d)-(f) IPFs from dictionary indexing after orientation
refinement; (g) pattern quality map; (h) disorientation map between Hough and dictionary
indexing results (black=0°, white = 90°); orientation similarity map using the top 20 dictionary
indexing results.
Finally, the map given in Fig. 3i is the orientation similarity map (OSM). The dictionary indexing
approach ranks the dot products between each experimental pattern and the entire set of
dictionary patterns; the OSM then shows how many of the top N matches each pixel has in
common, on average, with its four nearest neighbors (for this analysis, N was set to 20). The
grain boundaries are clearly delineated since they correspond to sampling locations for which
the lists of top near matches are different. Note also that several of the boundaries have a fuzzy
appearance; this is likely owing to the fact that the grain boundary has a shallow inclination
angle with respect to the sample surface.
We note that the orientation-distribution maps in Figs. 3d-f do not indicate the presence of the
domain boundaries mentioned above (see Refs. 4 and 5) within individual grains, with the
exception of grain no. 3, which exhibits two domains with a misorientation of 90° around [100].
In a future research effort, such domains will be further investigated in high-efficient CuInSe2
and Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin films, in order to reveal their electrical and optoelectronic properties.
5. Conclusions
In the present work, we demonstrated the successful application of the dictionary indexing
approach to EBSD patterns recorded from a polycrystalline CuInSe2 thin film exhibiting a
pseudocubic (tetragonal) crystal structure, in which the ratio of the lattice constants c/a exhibits
a very small deviation from 2 of only 0.3%. Thus, it is possible to determine unambiguously local
orientations of grains and to identify crystallographic features such as inversion/domain
boundaries within individual grains. The approach provided in the present work can be used to
improve the studies of microstructure-property relationships in various relevant photovoltaic
material systems apart from Cu(In,Ga)Se2 with similar pseudosymmetrical crystal structures,
such as kesterite-type or halide-perovskite thin films.
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